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RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Our goal is to create buildings
that have a restorative, positive
impact on the building’s inhabitants
and a regenerative impact on
the environment. Sustainable
design is fiscally, environmentally,
and socially responsible.
At Lord Aeck Sargent, we have practiced
sustainability since the early 1990s and believe
in using an analytical approach to optimizing
building performance. Additionally, LAS was
one of the first architecture firms in the country
to adopt The 2030 Challenge, an initiative
that called on the global building sector to
immediately reduce energy usage by 50 percent
in new buildings and major renovations in order
to avoid hazardous climate change.
Our design staff includes LEED-accredited
architects, day lighting specialists and energy
analysts who work to implement sustainable
design strategies into all of our projects—
including the qualifications needed for attaining
LEED certification. We have successfully certified
more than 75 LEED projects and are awaiting our
first Living Building Challenge certification.

INTEGRATED DESIGN PROCESS

PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPT

At Lord Aeck Sargent, we strive to incorporate sustainability
in both the projects we design and in the way that we
operate. First, and most critical, is addressing the impact
of the buildings we design. We do that with a primary
focus on high-performance design. We attempt to do that
in a quantitative, rather than an intuitive fashion, through
the use of an Integrated Design Process that harnesses
in-house building science expertise which includes energy
modeling and daylight analysis, solar geometry studies and
climate analysis. This expertise allows us to understand
how complex building systems and the climate interact
and to evaluate and prioritize the effectiveness of building
design decisions and energy efficiency measures.
Second, we seek to green our business operations through
a corporate cultural commitment to sustainability and

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

equity. Our Green Operations Plan drives sustainability in
our business operations. For more than a decade, we have
been a fully climate neutral organization, purchasing 100%
green power to power the office and offsetting emissions
from airline and vehicle travel associated with our projects.
The recent relocation and renovation of our Atlanta office
targeted Gold and achieved LEED Platinum certification.
In pursuit of creating a just and equitable workplace
Lord Aeck Sargent earned a JUST Label, becoming one
of the first 20 architecture firms in the world to earn
this distinction in February 2017 (learn more at http://
justorginazations.com).

OPTIMIZED DESIGN

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

OUR INTEGRATED DESIGN SERVICES

• Reduced energy and water costs
• Reduced infrastructure costs
• First cost savings from “right sizing” of mechanical
equipment
• Greater durability and reduced operating costs
• Improved productivity and learning outcomes
• Decreased absenteeism and employee turnover
• Enhanced occupant health and comfort
• Reduced environmental impacts
• Improved public relations
• Increased resilience

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ecological site and master planning
Site Climate Analysis
Solar Shading Studies
Energy modeling and performance optimization
Daylight modeling and analysis
Building Envelope Assessment
Eco-Charrette facilitation
Green building research and material specifications
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis
LEED Certification Administration
Net Zero energy design
Living Building Challenge administration
Adaptive reuse and preservation
Green laboratory planning

“Obtaining LEED Gold
status is extremely
important for this
Clemson initiative.
Lord Aeck Sargent’s
performance on
the institute project
has simply been
outstanding.”
Harris A. Smith
President
Smith Container Company

5.4m
Square Feet
LEED Certified

53%
Gold or
Platinum

3,222
Total LEED®
Points Earned

Certified
LEED Platinum

Biodesign Institute Building B
Arizona State University
R&D Magazine Laboratory of the Year 2006
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Science & Technology
Lord Aeck Sargent’s
Science & Technology
practice area strives to
create environments
that enhance interaction
and collaboration while
maintaining the highest
attainable level of design,
technology and safety.

Lord Aeck Sargent is an award-winning architecture and
laboratory planning firm specializing in the programming
and design of complex scientific research and teaching
environments. We are known for responsive, creative
solutions to complex projects—projects engaging an
interactive approach between the owner, architect
and engineers. In the past 15 years alone, the firm has
completed millions of square feet of laboratory space and
is nationally recognized for its leadership in the design of

innovative science facilities. We combine our design talent
with advanced technology to integrate the environment
with the people and equipment requirements. Each design
is a specific response to the Client’s unique approach to
research, philosophy and context. Our projects go far
beyond the basic technical requirements; the firm’s designs
become appropriate environments in which to work, as well
as strong assets with which to recruit the best employees.

Sorenson Molecular Biotechnology Building
A USTAR Innovation Center, University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT

• Certified LEED Gold
• Multi-stage evaporative cooling
systems with energy recovery
• Vegetated bioswales to capture
and treat stormwater
• Rainwater harvest
• Local stone and FSC-certified
wood
• High fly ash content concrete
• Low-emitting finishes
• BIM model use for daylighting
optimization

The 205,000 gross square foot Sorenson Molecular
Biotechnology Building is designed to support collaborative
Biomedical and Neuroscience research and promote the
growth of new businesses in these fields in the State of
Utah. Housing 24 principal research investigators and their
support staff, the facility consists of research laboratory
space, supporting core facilities, offices, conference
facilities, and public areas designed to encourage maximum
interaction of research staff from diverse disciplines. Core
research facilities in the building include Optical Imaging,
Small Animal Imaging, a multi-species Vivarium and a
Nanofabrication Cleanroom facility.

Research spaces will accommodate future growth and
change, and sustainable, resource-conserving features have
been applied throughout. The siting, orientation and design
of the building provide for abundant daylit environments
and views of the nearby Wasatch Mountains.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Gold

Michigan Memorial Phoenix Lab
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI
• Certified LEED Gold
• “Anachronoculus” solar
timepiece
• Exterior sunscreens
• Chilled beam radiant cooling
system
• High-efficiency thermal envelope
• High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
• 30% reduction in energy use

Renovation of the Michigan Memorial Phoenix Laboratory included abatement of
hazardous materials, significant upgrade of the building’s mechanical and electrical
infrastructure, restoration of the masonry exterior, replacement of the exterior
windows, complete renovation of three floors of laboratories, and a small addition
to house collaborative office and administrative spaces for the Michigan Memorial
Phoenix Energy Institute.
Phase 1, the renovation of the 3rd floor for Fuel Cell Research including building
systems infrastructure upgrades, has been completed.
Phase 2, the addition and renovation of the 2nd floor for Michigan Energy Institute,
houses battery and energy chemistry research and includes a 10,000 sf expansion
of lab and lab support space.

College of Dental Medicine
Georgia Regents University
Augusta, GA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Silver
Energy Star cool roof
High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
FSC certified wood
Local/regional materials
Demand-controlled ventilation
Low-emitting finishes
Daylight-harvesting lighting
controls
• Permeable paving

The College of Dental Medicine at Georgia Regent’s
University is designed to translate the College’s educational
strategies and mission into more open and adaptable
spaces for teaching, research and patient care. The project
incorporates a wide array of research and practice labs
to support an equally diverse range of dental associated
programs. Notable features include junior, senior and
faculty practice clinics, and a variety of simulation
facilities. The building supports residency programs in
numerous disciplines including orthodontics, pediatric
dentistry, aesthetic dentistry, periodontics, AEGD/GPR,

prosthodontics, oral maxillofacial surgery, and endodontics.
The location and design of the building allow for significant
community engagement for treatment and to support the
educational initiatives. Also included are full clinical and
research support amenities, faculty offices, administrative
space and a variety of both formal and informal learning
areas.

Certified
LEED Silver

Human and Agricultural Biosciences Building
Virginia Tech
Blacksburg, VA
• Certified LEED Gold
• Recycling 96 percent of all
construction waste;
• Use of construction materials
containing recycled content;
• Use of regionally manufactured
building materials;
• Reduced water consumption
both inside and out;
• 84 percent of all wood products
in the building came from Forest
Stewardship Council certified
forests.

The Biosciences Precinct master plan, previously developed by LAS, envisioned a
series of four buildings to include new research laboratories and pilot plant/scale-up
facilities.
The Precinct’s first facility, HABB1, houses research facilities for the departments
of Biological Systems Engineering and Food Sciences Technology. The building’s
101,500 square feet includes office, administrative and laboratory and support
facilities focused on a wide range of microbiological and biochemical research
including food safety, sensory/flavor testing, food packaging and processing,
environmental quality analysis, and bio-fuel cells. In addition, each department has
flexible pilot plant facilities for use in the development of scale-up operations and
process/packaging engineering systems.

Certified
LEED Silver

Chidley North Residence Hall
North Carolina Central University

Certified
LEED Gold
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Education
ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENTS

We thrive on a process
of mutual discovery that
integrates the facts and
forces that make each
project unique, inspiring
us to design thoughtful
environments that foster
a dialogue with the
academic community.

Lord Aeck Sargent’s Education Practice
Area provides a comprehensive and
integrated continuum of planning,
design and construction delivery for
college and university clients. Having
worked on over 130 campuses nationwide, we have designed virtually
every kind of facility imaginable; from
classrooms and auditoria to studios and
laboratories, from student centers and
wellness centers to dining halls and
residence halls. Our experienced team
of architects and planners will work
closely with your team through design
and construction. This collaborative
process requires careful listening
on our part to ensure a thorough

understanding of your vision which
results in a facility that is designed to
suit your specific needs and to function
beyond your expectations.
Our collective experience brings the
most current and creative thinking
in educational facility design to your
project. Our services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management
Strategic Planning / Master Planning
Facility Conditions Analysis
Programming
Safety Analysis
Sustainable Design
Architecture and Interior Design
Construction Management
Systems Consultation
Post-Occupancy Evaluation

Mark Jefferson Science Complex
Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
Native landscaping
Vegetated roof
Dedicated Outdoor Air System
(DOAS)
• Chilled beam radiant cooling
(first in state)
• Natural stormwater management
system

In designing the site and new addition’s exterior envelope, attention was given to
sustainability strategies such as stormwater management and daylighting. The
award winning, 264,000 square foot project faces west and the new addition is
connected through pedestrian walkways to the Mark Jefferson Science Building and
runs parallel to its entire length, masking the front of the ’60s era brick and stone
trim building. The addition continues beyond the older building to the north, where it
also joins with EMU’s Strong Hall, another science building. This continuing portion
of the addition is two stories high and is topped by an extensive green roof planted
with drought resistant sedums native to Michigan. The roof is part of the project’s
natural stormwater management system and helps to retain and treat stormwater. A
small plaza for class gathering on the green roof provides students an opportunity to
learn about sustainable building design.
A spherical planetarium/classroom at the top of the glass and brick exterior of the
new five-story building with metal sunshades, a green roof, and a rain garden act
together to provide a signature entry to the western edge of the Eastern Michigan
University campus.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Gold

Vernon S. Broyles Jr. Leadership Center
Columbia Theological Seminary
Decatur, GA
• Certified LEED Gold
• Daylight-harvesting lighting
controls
• Rainwater harvest
• Adaptive reuse of outdated
building
• Recycled plastic roof shingles
• Rapidly renewable flooring
• High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
• Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)
mechanical system
• Low-emitting finishes

Lord Aeck Sargent designed the new Vernon S. Broyles Jr. Leadership Center for
Columbia Theological Seminary. Originally slated to replace an aging dormitory,
the new facility was designed to incorporate the historic structure and use it as a
point of departure for a dynamic addition. The new state-of-the-art facility features
large, fully day-lit lecture halls, distance learning enabled classrooms and high-tech
seminar rooms. Also included is new space for the campus bookstore, media center,
faculty offices, informal study spaces and a gallery concourse devoted to religious
artifacts that will be used in conjunction with coursework. An interior courtyard
creates a contemplative gathering space for students, and an elegant stair tower
serves as an iconic new symbol for this historic campus.

The Kendeda Building for
Innovative Sustainable Design
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The Kendeda Building for Innovative Sustainable Design
is the most environmentally advanced education and
research building constructed in the Southeast to date—
with a specific intent for aspects of the project to be
transformative, inspiring and replicable.
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• Targeting Living Building
Challenge certification
• Targeting LEED Platinum
certification
• Net positive solar energy system
• Rainwater harvest
• Onsite waste water treatment
• Extensive daylighting
• Red-list compliant building
materials

with embodied carbon, health, equity and the human
condition all as considerations—was paramount to the
success of the project. This design process itself can serve
as a roadmap for future Living Buildings.
The Kendeda Building is designed for place, climate,
culture and the diverse programmatic needs of a broad
interdisciplinary set of users. It is designed to seamlessly
integrate into and be a part of the site and the adjacent Eco
Commons.

Western Heights
Residence Hall Complex
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
Salvaged gymnasium flooring and granite sills
Exterior sun control
Operable windows
Thermo-chromic glazing
Natural stormwater management
High-efficiency heat pump system with energy recovery

This 190,000 SF, 750-bed housing complex in the heart
of Western Michigan’s main campus seeks to update
freshman and sophomore on-campus housing options. The
project involves the sustainable redevelopment of a central
campus precinct, including the demolition of two 1960s-era
dormitories, the creation of a campus greenspace and
quad, and the construction of two new, state-of-the-art
residence halls.
The design, which is the first pod-style residence hall in
Michigan, is intended to build multiple levels of community
engagement and facilitate academic success. Each
living area is arranged into houses of 30-35 students on
each floor with a kitchen and study area, plus centrally
private bathrooms maintained by staff. There are central
community spaces on four levels which feature laundry and
study areas, an open-air terrace, plus entertainment and
game rooms. It is LEED Gold certified.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Gold

Harris A. Smith Building for Packaging & Graphics
Clemson University
Clemson, SC
Lord Aeck Sargent, in collaboration with Michael Keeshen
& Associates, designed a new facility to house the Sonoco
Institute on the campus of Clemson University. With a focus
on the design of packaging, including graphics, innovations in
prototyping and package manufacturing, the new building is
both a studio and workshop for students and a showcase for
the University to display and promote their designs.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
External sunshades
Energy Star cool roof
45% water use reduction
Native landscaping
77% of construction waste
recycled
• 40% local/regional materials

Gwinnett Environmental & Heritage Center

Certified
LEED Gold
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Arts & Culture
We believe that centers of art and culture enrich
and stimulate our communities by sharing insights
into their visitors’ past, present and future.
Every museum and cultural center has an unique purpose, location and
audience, and success lies in the way stories are revealed to their visitors.
At Lord Aeck Sargent, our objective is to craft architecture that advances
each client’s unique mission.
When a building serves as a theatre, museum, gallery, performance
or studio space, its role frequently requires the invisible integration of
sophisticated systems. Lord Aeck Sargent’s broad experience, technological
expertise and dedication to each client’s mission has allowed us to expand
our role as “client advocate,” increasing the range of our services well
beyond the traditional scope of “architect.”
Our Arts and Culture practice area offers architects who bring many years
of experience to your project, helping to ensure that the most current trends
in design and technology are brought to your project. Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theatre Design
Fine Arts Education Planning
Museum Planning
Interpretive Design Collaboration
Historic Preservation
Sustainable Design
Master Planning

Research & Interpretive Center
Grand National Estuarine Research Reserve
Moss Point, MS
Lord Aeck Sargent, in collaboration with local architect Studio South, designed a
research and interpretive center for the Grand Bay Reserve on the Gulf Coast. The
facility represents a rare partnership between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the Mississippi Department of Marine Resources (DMR) and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS).
The National Estuarine Research Reserve System is a network of protected areas
established for long-term research, education and stewardship. The protected areas
provide essential habitat for wildlife; offer educational opportunities for students,
teachers and the public; and serve as living laboratories for scientists.

• Certified LEED Gold
• Rainwater harvest for toilet
flushing
• Onsite wastewater treatment
• Dedicated Outdoor Air System
• Variable Refrigerant Flow
mechanical system
• Exterior sunscreens
• Daylight harvesting lighting
controls
• Energy Star cool roof
• Native landscaping
• Green building interpretive
exhibits

Certified
LEED Gold

Gwinnett Environmental & Heritage Center
Gwinnett County
Buford, GA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
“Cooling Shoals” heat rejection water feature
Non-potable water use for toilet flushing
1-acre sloping vegetated roof
External sunshades
Extensive use of daylighting
Porous paving
Natural stormwater management
Green building interpretive exhibits

Developed through a collaboration of the Gwinnett County
Board of Commissioners, the Gwinnett County Public
School System, the University of Georgia and the Gwinnett
Environmental and Heritage Center Foundation, the Gwinnett
Environmental and Heritage Center is an interpretive learning
center focused on the importance of water and its relationship
to life not only locally, but globally.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Gold

Twin Creeks
Science &
Education Center
National Park Service
Gatlinburg, TN

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
Natural stormwater management
Operable windows for natural ventilation
High-efficiency lighting with automatic controls
Waterless urinals
Local building materials
Photovoltaic system and solar water heating
Extensive daylighting and tubular skylights

Lord Aeck Sargent designed the new Science Center in
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GRSM). The
Science Center houses offices for researchers, research
and laboratory space, curatorial space for specimens
collected for the ATBI and educational/classroom space.
It has dramatically improved the Park’s facilities for
research, inventory and educational activities.
The National Park Service has made a strong
commitment to Sustainable Design and Development.
To that end, LAS included a number of strategies for the
facility including bio-retention of storm water, daylight
harvesting, use of cleared site trees and boulders in
construction of the building, light pollution reduction and
natural ventilation.

Georgia State Capitol

Historic
Preservation

William W. Cook Legal Research
Library Rehabilitation
University of Michigan
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Lord Aeck Sargent’s
approach to preservation
links the past with the
future creating uniquely
rich communities and
buildings that preserve
historic fabric and create
exciting, productive
environments for
future generations.
Lord Aeck Sargent has over a half a century of exemplary experience preserving,
restoring and rehabilitating historic buildings and sites. Its staff of preservation
architects, planners, conservators and interior designers possess deep knowledge
and experience developing successful preservation and future use strategies for
public, private and institutional clients. We are committed to the preservation of
our society’s built heritage while preparing historic buildings for the future within
the client’s budget and schedule. In addition to our award winning architectural
capabilities, the firm’s preservation services include community resource surveys,
preservation district planning and design guidelines, campus preservation planning,
Historic Structure Reports, HABS/HAER documentation, Preservation Tax Act
assistance, building preservation plans and historic materials investigation and
analysis.

Campbell Hall
Renovation
Agnes Scott College
Decatur, GA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
Adaptive reuse of historic building
Ground-source (geothermal) heating and cooling
40% reduction in water use
Low-emitting finishes
Green housekeeping program
95% of construction waste recycled
Salvaged and refurbished building materials
Natural stormwater management system

Campbell Hall, a 1951 multi-story concrete and masonry
building, is a unique mix of mid-century modern massing
and fenestration with Collegiate Gothic detailing.
Lord Aeck Sargent designed the full renovation of Campbell
Hall to transform it from a science building into a oneof-a-kind living and learning facility. The programming
effort engaged students, faculty, staff, and administrators
campus-wide to coalesce a vision for this building as a 24:7
hub.

Certified
LEED Gold

Hardman Farm
Preservation
Georgia Department of Natural Resources
Helen, GA

•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
Restored historic natural ventilation features
Radiant heating system
“Solar garden” photovoltaic array
Rainwater harvest for irrigation
CFD analysis to optimize comfort

Lord Aeck Sargent worked in a design-build relationship
with Garbutt Construction for the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources on the restoration of Hardman Farm.
Home to Governor Lamartine Hardman, who bought the
farm in 1902, the 173-acre farm in the beautiful Nacoochee
Valley retains buildings that date back to 1870.
The project is a unique fusion of cultural and environmental
sustainability, retaining and conserving existing historic
materials, while making all project decisions in as
environmentally sustainable manner as possible. As such,
the conservation approach of “touching lightly” also
becomes an environmental approach and allows a historic
resource to become an interpretive tool for both cultural
and environmental conservation.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Gold

Hinman Building
Rehabilitation
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA

•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Gold
Adaptive reuse of historic building
FSC certified wood
Reclaimed materials
Repurposed gantry crane for mezzanine structure
Restored historic daylighting features

Partially funded by the Works Progress Administration and
built in 1939 for $70,000, the Hinman Building was the first
building on Georgia Tech’s campus dedicated to industrial
research. It was later expanded in 1951.
In 2008, the Lord Aeck Sargent / Office dA team was
hired to adapt Hinman for the College of Architecture. The
design approach included a thoughtful rehabilitation of the
building’s historic features and the insertion of forwardlooking studio space that links the past to the future and
produces a unique and rich environment for the study of
architecture.

Spectrum on Spring

Housing &
Mixed-Use

4501 Ford Ave. - E-Lofts
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Lord Aeck Sargent’s
Housing & Mixed-Use
practice area provides
creative solutions for new
and innovative mixeduse communities.

Our focus is on urban-infill projects of varying sizes that have a direct impact on
the urban environment. We have been involved in projects at the master planning
and urban design levels, including assistance with planning for neighborhood
development, projects that encompass multi-acre sites, single-family residential
neighborhood planning in undeveloped urban core areas and large mixed-use
developments. Our services include extensive planning and zoning work, from
initial site analysis through the neighborhood and jurisdictional review process. Our
projects are complex and often involve a mix of new construction, adaptive reuse,
historic preservation and mixed-use programs.

4501 Ford Ave. - E-Lofts
Novus Residences/Cafritz Interests
Alexandria, VA

As the line between work and home continues to blur,
work-home integration manifests itself in e-lofts, flexible
lofts for life, work or both. The e-lofts development team
targets acquisition of vacant office buildings that contain
tall ceilings, big windows, open floor plans and traditional
office parking for conversion into highly amenitized loftstyle spaces that function equally for home or office use.
The project’s adaptive reuse of existing structure and
infrastructure is inherently sustainable.
In collaboration with Gensler, Landworks Studio and Carlyn
& Co.

Village Green
Northwest Georgia Housing
Authority
Rome, GA
• Enterprise Green Communities
certified
• Energy Star certified
• Solar hot water system
• Repurposed clay tile roofing from
offsite buildings that were scheduled
to be demolished
• Repurposed playground equipment
• Bioswale/retention/landscape feature
• Rooftop monitors directing daylight
to interior spaces
• Durable homes for low-income
families
• Meets Buy American requirements
Ten sustainably designed two- and
three- bedroom public housing
apartments. The Enterprise Green
Communities Program is the first
national green building program
focused entirely on affordable housing.
Green Communities is a program
designed to help developers, investors,
builders and policymakers make
the transition to a greener future for
affordable housing. The program
requires an integrated design process,
including a charrette for all stakeholders
prior to the beginning of design, and
uses Energy Star for Homes as a
criteria for energy efficiency.

LaFayette Sustainable
Housing
The LaFayette Housing Authority
LaFayette, GA

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Certified
LEED Silver

Certified LEED Silver
Natural stormwater management system
High-recycled-content materials
Participated in the Building America program with
Southface through installation of alternate materials
and monitoring equipment for gathering test data
Bioswales for rainwater filtration and landscape
feature
Unique heat pump water heater system leveraging
the use of unconditioned attic space
Durable homes for low-income families
Solar tubes transmit diffuse light into dark interior
spaces
All LED lighting

Ten sustainably designed two- and three- bedroom
public housing apartments. The Enterprise Green
Communities Program is the first national green
building program focused entirely on affordable
housing. Green Communities is a program
designed to help developers, investors, builders and
policymakers make the transition to a greener future
for affordable housing. The program requires an
integrated design process, including a charrette for
all stakeholders prior to the beginning of design, and
uses Energy Star for Homes as a criteria for energy
efficiency.

Spartan Village
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Greensboro, NC
• Certified LEED Silver
• LEED Innovation Point for relocated existing
buildings
• Hazardous materials abatement
• Exemplary performance for Regional Materials
• Enhanced Commissioning

The Village, located adjacent to UNCG’s existing campus,
includes 800 beds in a variety of apartment configurations as
well as academic and social spaces that create a living/learning
environment.
The project’s goals were to provide more on-campus student
housing while revitalizing the streetscape and neighborhood as
part of the larger City of Greensboro Lee Street Corridor plan.

Certified
LEED Silver

BeltLine TAD Feasibility Study

Urban Design
& Planning

Northwest Atlanta Corridor Alternatives Analysis

STAN HARVEY, URBAN
DESIGN & PLANNING
PRINCIPAL

“Good urban design
is based in the
understanding of a place.
It is both creative product
and thoughtful process.”

SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Downtown Plans
Site/Small Area Development Plans
Development Codes & Guidelines
Affordable Housing Planning & Design
Campus Plans
K-12 Facility Plans
Streetscape/Park Design
Bicycle/Greenway Design
Comprehensive Plans
Neighborhood Plans
Corridor Studies
Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
Development/Design Program Management
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North Point Livable
Centers Initiative Plan
City of Alpharetta
Alpharetta, GA

The North Point Activity Center Livable Centers Initiative
(LCI) Study was developed under the direction of the City
of Alpharetta with funding assistance from the North
Fulton Community Improvement District and Atlanta
Regional Commission (ARC). The North Point LCI’s primary
objectives were to develop a vision for sustainable, future
development and redevelopment, identify short-term
transportation improvements to improve traffic circulation
and operations, and to identify long-term transportation
initiatives to enhance connectivity in and around the
Activity Center and provide an opportunity for future transit.
To help establish and clarify the community’s vision for
the future of the North Point Activity Center the Planning
Team developed a web-based survey. The process also
included a series of five core team meetings, three public
presentations and a City Council Work Session.

Atlanta Connector Transformation Plan
Midtown Alliance
Atlanta, GA

The City of Atlanta is capitalizing on the national trend which incorporates cycling
facilities as quality-of-life improvements in urban areas. Community leaders are
envisioning an integrated bicycle network in Downtown and Midtown Atlanta
that will help contribute to a more balanced overall citywide transportation
system, strengthen transit ridership, increase “last mile” trips and help foster a
mode shift from cars to bicycles. Based on recommendations of ongoing bicycle
planning initiatives and as an extension of the Midtown Public Spaces Program,
LAS* continues to help design and oversee construction of many of the City’s
first NACTO-compliant bicycle facilities. From projects ranging from small-scale
‘bike box’ facilities to mile-long ‘cycle tracks’, LAS plays a key design role in
understanding the complexities of modern bicycle facilities and what it takes to
successfully implement them.
*This project was completed by Urban Collage prior to joining Lord Aeck Sargent.

LEXTRAN: Lexington Transit
Alternatives Analysis
Lextran
Lexington, KY

• Increases alternative
transportation options
• Identified transit alignments
connecting key population
centers
• Created higher-density, transitoriented development framework

Throughout 2012-2013, LAS assisted Parsons Brinckerhoff with the analysis
of alternative modes of transit along the Nicholasville Road (US 27) corridor in
Lexington, Kentucky. The goal is to identify a new or enhanced mode of transit
that will improve system reliability, reduce transit trip duration, and increase speed
resulting in increased desirability and competitiveness of transit for commuting and
other trip purposes, as well as help to spur transit-centric economic development
along the stretch of road connecting Fayette and Jessamine Counties.

Courtyard for Museum School of Avondale Estates
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10th Street Pocket Park Expansion

Landscape
Architecture
Our communities are
shaped by both the
architectural quality of
their buildings as well as
the shared public spaces
between those buildings.

As part of our holistic practice for the built environment, Lord Aeck Sargent provides
expertise in the design and function of dynamic open spaces, complete streets,
and urban amenities. This expertise is applied across a broad range of scales and
settings from multi-faceted public plazas to outdoor learning environments. Our
increasing Landscape Architecture portfolio includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban Parks & Plazas
Campus Open Spaces
Pedestrian Amenities
Streetscapes
Trails & Bicycle Facilities
Sports & Recreation Complexes
Program Implementation
Construction Administration
Corridor Studies
Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
Development/Design Program Management

Convocation Center
University of North Georgia
Dahlondega, GA

Established through the consolidation of North Georgia
College and State University (founded in 1893) and
Gainesville State University (founded in 1964), The
University of North Georgia serves over 15,000 students
spread over five campuses.
The Convocation Center, a new multi-purpose building, is
sited atop a knoll overlooking UNG’s Dahlonega campus.
When built it will encompass 103,000 gross square feet of
academic and event space including athletic, cultural and
convocation functions.
The LAS landscape design team is working to create a
signature entry procession and monumental plaza space at
the public entrance to the building.

The plaza will function daily as a gathering spot for students
and faculty but will come alive during large-scale events
when throngs of visitors descend upon the campus. The
diagonal arrangement responds to the axial views down
the hill toward the historic parade grounds and is a way
to organize both pedestrian circulation and service access
on site. A student entry plaza, designed as a smaller, more
intimate space on the opposite side of the building, is
located at the terminus of a meandering path up the hillside
to the northern façade of the building. Pedestrian access
studies were conducted to ensure proper paths of travel
from parking, from campus, from a planned parking deck
and with surrounding existing academic buildings.

Patterson Hall Renovation
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY

Lord Aeck Sargent transformed Historic Patterson Hall in
Lexington from a dormitory into a Living/Learning Center
with state-of-the-art technology and a combination of
educational and residential space.

A wide pedestrian walkway connecting Patterson’s front
door to South Limestone, a prominent retail street adjacent
to campus, is flanked by limestone seat walls and highlights
a newly-opened view to Patterson’s front façade.

Lord Aeck Sargent’s Landscape Architecture, Education
and Historic Preservation practice areas worked closely to
develop a thoughtful landscape design that gave a nod to
the original campus plan, which was designed in the 1870s.

The new landscape design also includes a crushed brick
pathway with seating beneath large shade trees. Largecaliper oaks along the pathway mimic the crushed path that
originally existed within Patterson’s front yard in the early
part of the 20th Century.

The Brix at Midtown
Grand Rapids Properties, LLC
Grand Rapids, MI

The Brix at Midtown is a 287-unit residential complex
located along the city’s Medical Mile. The Medical Mile
is home to Michigan State University’s College of Human
Medicine, Grand Valley State University’s Cook-DeVos
Center for Health Sciences, Spectrum Health’s downtown
hospital campus and clinics, and the Van Andel Research
Institute.
It offers a mix of one-, two- and three-bedroom market rate
and student apartments and provides such amenities as a
fitness center, clubhouse and business lounge.

Throughout the design process, LAS’s Landscape
Architecture, Our Interiors and Mixed-Use practice areas
collaborated heavily in order to create seamless indoor/
outdoor amenity areas. Exterior spaces include a large
central courtyard with pool, dog parks and several passive
residential courtyards.
Unique streetscape solutions were also developed with
guidance from Grand Rapids’ Michigan Street Corridor
Plan, which aims to provide a mix of bus transportation
upgrades, bicycle lanes and improved sidewalks in the area.

Midtown Pocket Parks
Midtown Alliance
Atlanta, GA

As a part of our long-standing partnership with the Midtown Alliance, Lord Aeck
Sargent has provided on-call design and construction services on several signature
parks in Midtown, including the temporary park at Peachtree and 10th streets, Arts
Center Plaza, Fox Triangle Plaza and the 18th Street pocket park.
Design approaches for each space were contextually responsive, focused on
creating “people places” in formerly uninhabitable locations. Each park seeks
to provide opportunities for seating, casual activity and improving the visual
environment within Midtown. While the Arts Center Plaza – in collaboration with
EDAW – creates a lasting amenity and spans all four corners of the intersection of
Peachtree and 15th streets, the 10th Street and 18th Street parks were specifically
envisioned as tactical, temporary interventions serving as placeholders until future
development is realized.

Technology Park Multi-Use Trails Study
City of Peachtree Corners
Peachtree Corners, GA

Lord Aeck Sargent worked hand-in-hand with ALTA
Planning + Design on a Multi-Use Trails Master Plan for
the City of Peachtree Corners’ central business district,
along with a detailed design for a priority Phase 1 trail (1.6
miles in length).
The Master Plan area covers approximately 1,500 acres
and is designed to create more than 10 miles of trails
connecting a series of employment and residential centers
along with two existing trails.The trails plan builds off of
LAS’s previous planning efforts for the City and is mindful
of opportunities for new mixed-use development along
trail edges.
Shortly after the master plan’s adoption, the City hired
LAS/ALTA to prepare construction documentation for the
City’s first trail that seeks to amenetize a hidden lake and
connect the City’s two existing trails.

SCAD Museum of Art
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Interior Design

We deliver built
environments that are
purposeful and inspiring
to their users, promote
comfort and well-being
and enhance productivity
through collaboration
and flexibility.
Compelling interior spaces result
from engaging the occupants in
the design process, responding to
their business-driven requirements
and finding innovative solutions
to their needs. Lord Aeck
Sargent’s designers provide
vision through the analysis of
functional requirements, the threedimensional development of space,
a creative use of materials and
seamless integration of technology.
Together with our clients, we
collaboratively explore solutions
and possibilities that reinforce the
client’s brand and culture, support
the work process and help attract
and retain employees.

Parkmobile Corporate Office

Martin Luther King, Jr.
Federal Building
General Services Administration
Atlanta, GA

MICHAEL FIFTY, U.S.
GENERAL SERVICES
ADMINISTRATION

“The space is truly
wonderful. Everyone
dreaded moving to this
location but now our
associates are excited
and full of pride in their
new work space.”
• Certified LEED Gold
• Adaptive reuse of historic
building
• Low-emitting finishes
• High-efficiency lighting
• High-efficiency mechanical
system
• High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
• Native landscaping
• Restoration of historic
daylighting design

Constructed in 1933 as the main U.S. Post
Office for Atlanta, the building in downtown
Atlanta now houses the Southeastern
headquarters for the U.S. General Services
Administration (GSA).
Planning for the rehabilitation began with
a thorough programming effort to identify
the current and future needs of the GSA
Divisions slated to move into the building.
This effort focused on the lower three floors
of the 370,000 sf building and included
development of conceptual layouts for these
areas. The resulting LEED Gold project is
a fusion of rehabilitation, restoration and
sustainable design.
The interior was rehabilitated to meet the
GSA’s needs, retaining and restoring historic
materials while adding contemporary
elements inspired by the building’s history.
The result is a vibrant blend of old and new
that provides a functional and stimulating
environment for all who work there.

Certified
LEED Gold

Certified
LEED Platinum

Lord Aeck
Sargent Office
Atlanta, GA

Lord Aeck Sargent recently relocated its offices to an
adjacent office building in the Colony Square office
complex after more than 20 years in its previous location.
The firm was determined to remain in Midtown so that
its employees could continue to benefit from the central
location, amenities-rich area and walkable neighborhood.

The project’s sustainability efforts include bicycle storage
racks and showers to encourage and accommodate
alternate transportation; LED fixtures with daylight
harvesting; and furniture with recycled content in the
materials.

The new office space occupies the top two floors of the
building and a monumental stair linking the two floors
was added. The stair connects the reception area on the
top floor with a large casual seating area and break room
on the lower floor. With most of the work in the office
performed in teams, the new office layout is designed to
support and enhance collaborative work and create better
synergies between the firm’s multiple practice areas. The
floor layout and furniture configuration is designed to be
flexible to allow for future growth.

• Certified LEED Platinum
• 41% potable water savings via efficient plumbing fixtures
• 53% reduction in lighting power via efficient lighting
fixtures and design
• 98.5% of ENERGY STAR eligible equipment is ENERGY
STAR rated
• All regularly occupied spaces within 15’ of windows have
daylight controls
• 100% construction waste was diverted from landfill
• 96% of all regularly occupied spaces achieved at least 10
fc daylight
• 94.7% of all regularly occupied spaces have direct line of
sight views

At each corner of the square floor plan there are conference
rooms and other special spaces including a large training
room and resource library. Eight conference rooms offer
full audio visual and video conferencing capabilities
for communication with the firm’s other offices, clients
and consultants. Informal meeting spaces are located
throughout both floors to encourage interaction within the
office.

Brannen Hall
Georgia Southern University
Statesboro, GA

Originally constructed as a threestory brick and concrete women’s
dormitory building, Lord Aeck Sargent,
in collaboration with Palmer Architects,
adapted the building for use as faculty
offices, administrative offices and labs
for the College of Liberal Arts and Social
Science and Department of Psychology.
The project’s goal was to keep the
exterior intact, retaining the building’s
original character, while making the
substantial alterations necessary for its
new use.
The final design is characterized by
an honest expression of the building’s
utilitarian materials with carefully
coordinated exposed systems. An
expanded entrance in the rear center of
the building opens to a dramatic doubleheight light-filled space that also serves
to make the building fully accessible
by incorporating a ramp and elevator.
The building’s use for the Psychology
Department is reflected in graphics
and ceiling elements inspired by the
Rorschach ink blot test.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certified LEED Silver
Adaptive reuse of historic building
High-efficiency lighting
Improved thermal envelope
Low-emitting finishes
High-efficiency plumbing fixtures
Extensive daylighting
High-recycled-content building
materials

Certified
LEED Silver

Salt River Bay Marine
Research and Education
Center
National Park Service
St. Croix, USVI

On The Boards
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Tom Apodaca
Science Building
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC

New STEM facility for Biology,
Chemistry and Geoscience. Spaces
include interdisciplinary teaching
and research labs, active learning
classrooms, faculty offices and informal
gathering and learning spaces.

Advanced Transportation Center
Washtenaw Community College
Ann Arbor, MI

Addition to the College’s existing
Occupational Education Building,
as well as moderate renovations
to the existing building. The new
space will be dedicated to teaching
STEM, additive manufacturing,
and GRIN-related advanced
transportation and advanced
manufacturing technology courses
in a laboratory setting.

Lord Aeck Sargent Corporate Office LEED® Platinum

Chapin Hall Renovation, Georgia Institute of Technology LEED® Platinum

UPDATED 9/16/2019 (KAY)
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FIRM-WIDE EXPERIENCE

175 CAMPUSES

WITH LORD AECK SARGENT PROJECTS

CAMPUS EXPERIENCE
OFFICES
Atlanta
Ann Arbor
Austin
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Washington DC
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Firm Profile
RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Lord Aeck Sargent is an
architecture and design firm
with a 75-year history of
creating environments people
want to use and preserve.
With offices in Atlanta GA, Austin TX,
Ann Arbor MI, Chapel Hill NC, Lexington
KY and Washington DC, our firm has
eight practice areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Science & Technology
Higher Education
Arts & Culture
Historic Preservation
Housing & Mixed-Use
Landscape Architecture
Urban Design & Planning
Interior Design

We share a common mission
of providing responsive design,
technological expertise and exceptional
service in order to provide our clients
with the best possible facilities that will
serve them well into the future.

We thrive in the midst of complex
projects that require depth of
experience and cross-discipline
collaboration. Responsive design
has been our guiding philosophy for
seventy years, and we deliver uniquely
creative responses to each project’s
every detail. The result is thoughtful
solutions that respond to the site, the
context and the needs of its occupants.

160+

Our portfolio includes museums,
arts centers, government buildings,
laboratories, corporate headquarters,
education facilities and conference
facilities. Our services range from
master planning and programming to
design, construction administration and
facility management support.

50+

Our design staff represents a
broad range of experiences in design
and onstruction. Our staff includes
registered architects, urban designers,
materials specialists, interior designers,
land planners, cost estimators and
zoning specialists.

dedicated
professionals

175+
college & university
clients nationwide

LEED-accredited
professionals

75+
LEED-certified projects

2030
LAS was one of the first
architecture firms in the country
to adopt The 2030 Challenge

MMYY

